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Students want Schmidt impeached
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

•
•

Jorge Alvarez.ICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Richard Sherrod, head of the AASU, addresses the Student
Senate during open forum about last week's racial incidents.

•
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University of Central Florida/Orlando

Volume 22, Number 48

Impeachment charges were
filed against student body
President Fred Schmidt
Thursday.
Victor Taylor, a student,
filed an affidavit charging
Schmidt with misfeasance in
the senate secretary's office
Thursday afternoon. A petition asking for Schmidt's removal was attached to the affidavit.
Misfeasance is the wrongful
performance of assigned duties.
The charges against
Schmidt were filed in relation
to an incident Feb. 16 in the SG
office. Schmidt called SG business manager Mel Rogers
"boy" twice during an argument.
The campus Affirmative
Action office found that
Schmidt did call Rogers "boy."
The Legislative, Judicial
and Rules Committee will
decide if the charges have
merit at its meeting 5 p.m.
Wednesday in the SG conference room. If a majority of the
committee members decides
the charges against Schmidt

have merit, they will be discussed by the full senate .
Thursday.
Should the senate decide
further investigation is necessary, a hearing will be held two
to four weeks later.
Speaking to the senate at its
meeting Thursday, several
students asked to remove
Schmidt.

"I ask you, not only for
black students but for white
students as well, to do the
right thing and impeach
Fred Schmidt," said Nathan
Brooken, the first speaker.
Richard Sherrod, president of the African-American Student Union, said the
see SENATE page 4

UCF. ranks 1st
in transfers
by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF ranked first in the number of Florida com munity college transfers, and ranked third in the number of black transfer students in the fall 1988
semester.
These rankings included all state universities .
•
UCF passed the University of Florida and Florida
State University with 9,820 transfers from Florida
community colleges. FSU had 7,381 transfer students and UF had 6 ,169.
In the previous two years, UCF ranked second
behind the University of South Florida for the nurn• _her of students transferring from state community
colleges.
·
For the fall 1988 semester, the state universities
ranked as follows: UCF, USF, Florida International
• University, FSU, UF, Florida Atlantic University,
the University of North Florida, the University of
West Florida and Florida A&M University.
This information comes from the Articulation
Report, fall 1988, of the Department of Education's
State Board of Community Colleges.
Most transfer students came to UCF from Valencia Community College, with 3,870, or 87.4 percent,
of the VCC transfer students continuing their education here.
·
Following VCC with the most transfers to UCF
were Seminole Community College, Brevard Community College and Daytona Community College.
For the most part, more than 80 percent of community college transfer students at UCF are from local
community colleges, according to Dan Coleman, director of institutional research.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
Professor Mike Sullivan (left) and producer Wayne Larson (far right) instruct Kathy Fletcher and Greg Gagnon
during the production of "John Holmes' Weiners" commercial during a radio-television cla~s.

Finance club gets national affiliation
by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF service organization for finance majors
recently became affiliated with a national organization for members of the business community.
The Student Finance Association is open to all

UCF students, and caters to the needs offinance and
bu,siness majors. According to SFA President Walter
Robinson, the 50 member student organization is
now associated with the Finance Management Association. The FMA is a national group for people insee FINANCE page 4
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AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS
Founded in 1884, the Academy has trained more

START YOUR SPRING BREAK TAN NOW!
W,alff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON - .

professional actors than any other school or college
in America. Academy alumni have won nominations for
89 Oscars, 61 Tonys and 153 Emrnys.

Where The ~un Always Shines!
r---::;;;-:i--::-~::;;;;;;;;~~aiiiii•••
p• • • • • • • • • • • •
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The Academy offers a.six-week summer program
and a two-year Associate Degree program. You
may receive Academy training in New York or California.

•

: $29.95 :

Foran application and Further infonnatiorr call THE AMERICAN ACADEMY Of
DRAMATIC ARTS (212) 686-0620, 120 Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10016
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Sign up

afriend and get 2
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;• Buy
_5 Visits •I
·
·• Get 5 Free! I•
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One Hundred years
of training actors.

Robert &dford

•

visits free!

I

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042
.

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun. Noon - 6:00 p.m.

Cleauo11 Litt/I!
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Only for student American Express® Cardmember~.
Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Card.members:
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS-to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Card.members will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still full time students~

• 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-

with
your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special starus airfares.)
• 2,500 BONUS Mil.ES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL-

when you enroll in Northwests WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help
'

~•

TRAVEL
REIATED
SERVJCES

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Card.member now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Card.member you'll enjoy all the exceptional' benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don't miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick tip the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!
·:>-.'!:·
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•
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w.
Mmibership Has Its Privileges~

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX

~
NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

•If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your studenc ID and class schedule to: American Express, PO. Box 35029,
Attn: Student M~rketing, Greensboro, ~C 27425. _Fa~e is for roundtrip crave~ on Northwest Airli nes. Tickets m~s~ be purchas~d within 2.4 ~ours after making reservatio~s . Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at th 1~ fare are bmtted and may not be available when you call. Travel must ongmate by cemficate expiranon date and be completed w1rhin 60 days of chat date. Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. Cicy fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver {$2.00) and Florida cities {$2.00). Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call l-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESSCD CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.

•
•
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Dion wins fellowsh.i p
to attend conferences·
•

by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•
•

•

•
•

Ken Dion, a third-year UCF
nursing student, won a fellowship from the Helene Fuld
Health Trust and will attend
two international conferences
on cancer nursing. The fellowship will pay all of his expenses.
"I'm stunned," said Dion.
"I'm very proud and lucky to be
representing UCF."
This is the first time Dion
has applied to go to the European conferences. Two students from each state are sent
to the conferences, which are
held in Amsterdam, Holland,
and Hamburg, West Germany.
"We're really on the cutting
edge of cancer research," said
Dion. Diane Wink, also of the
UCF nursing department,
backed up Dion's claim of a
strong nursing program by
stating that UCFs graduates

Racial tension reason for
confrontations, protests
on campuses nationwide
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

...

No fewer than seven campuses were disturbed by racial
confrontations, cross burnings
and charges of insensitivity in
mid-February.
Students at Bradley, Villanova and Slippery Rock universities, Cabrini and Vassar
colleges, the University of Illinois and the New School for
Social Research in New York
all found themselves contending with some sort . of racial
problem.
There was no common cause
for the disparate, unrelated

• HOLOCAUST EFFECTS

•

scores on the state boards tests
are 95% passing, a figure significantly higher than the
state average. The fellowship
was set up by a union of the National Student Nursing Association, the Helene Fuld Fellowship Trust and the Marine
Midland Bank.
According to Alan Trench,
grants committee chairman
for Marine Midland Bank,
Dion was selected from a field
of over 400 applicants because
of his "demonstrated achievements and his sincere interest
in nursing."
Dion is active in the UCF
Student Nursing Association,
and was the first vice president of that organization. He
has also been nominated as a
candidate for secretary-treasurer of the National Student
Nursing Association. Elections for the NSNA will be held
in April at the national conference in Nash ville, Tenn .

The UCF Jewish Student
Union in cooperation with
UCFsJudaic Studies program
'Yill present two lectures about
the Holocaust in Europe and
America.
The presentations by Zev
Garber, a professor of Jewish
Studies at Los Angeles Valley
College, will take place at 7 :30
p.m. Wednesday at the Maitland Center and at 11 a.m.
Thursday in room 221 in Phillips Hall at UCF.
In his first lecture, Garber
will speak on the accountability of the Holocaust as debated
by German historians. On the
following day, he will review
the meaning of the Holocaust
in America. Both programs are
free and open to the public.
For further information
contact Dr. Moshe Pelli, director of UCF Judaic Studies, at
275-2251 or 281-5039, or
Karen Riley at 628-0555.
•MATH OPPORTUNITY

Students who are good in
math may qualify for membership in Pi Mu Epsilon, a national math fraternity.
Requirements include a 3.0
G.P.A with a 3.2 G.P.A in

incidents-which
have
erupted at scores of schools
throughout the 1989-90 school
year-but some observers
blamed the racially segregated
lives most students led before
getting to campus.
"Part of the problem is not
enough education in the [precollege] or college system in
terms of what to do about feelings of conflict or tension," said
Richard Anliot of Pennsylvania's Human Relations
Commission. "Students on college campuses are coming
from all-black or all-white

Jorge AlvareVCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

POPPING AIR
Tommy Barger "pops air'' (an acrobatic skateboard stunt) off a drainage ditch at the south end of
the Research Park Friday. Barger and other UCF students practice at this spot to relax.

see RACIAL TENSION page 5

math, the calculus sequence
completed, and two additional
courses beyond calculus.
Students do not have to be
math majors. Engineers or
anyone who takes math is eligible.
Interested students may
come by the math department
and fill out an application.
• HONOR SOCIETY

Nomination information for
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society, is available at AD 282,
student affairs, and the student center main desk.
Juniors, seniors and graduate students who have demonstrated leadership in university life and academically rank
in the upper 35 percent of their
college are eligible to apply.
Nomination forms must be
returned by Friday.
• NEW SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships are now being
advertised on the Financial
Aid bulletin board, located
next to the Financial Aid Office, Administration Building,
Room 120.
In addition to the Scholarship Brochure, which is now

available in the Financial Aid
Office, the board acts as a directory for finding out about
UCF scholarships. The bulletin board is updated bi-weekly.

distribute to the needy. Anyone who wishes to donate
items should call 365-2546 to
have Ron Lemire, director of
the program, pick up the contributions.
Outreach is a non-profit
•EDUCATIONAL GAME
The Naval Training Center organization and tax exempin the Central Florida Re- tions for donations may be
search Park presented UCFs obtained through the AssemAir Force ROTC with a copy of bly Church of God in Chuluota.
The program also collects
"Serious Pursuit," an educational computer game devel- food from individuals and grooped to teach sailors about the cery stores to give to the poor.
Outreach has three distriSoviet Union, on Friday.
ROTC cadets can use the bution points in Oviedo.
game to improve their knowledge in categories of informa- •CAT KILLER PAYS
(CPS)-ln California, Unition about the Soviet Union.
Air Force Capt. David Can- versity of Pennsylvania Pronon accepted the game on fessor John Folmer pleaded
behalf of Col. Robert Ceruti, guilty Feb. 3 of two charges of
detachment commander, and cruelty to animals, and agreed
to pay a fine to settle accusathe ROTC cadets.
NTSC presented the game tions that he lured stray cats to
to the ROTC detachment un- their death.
Police said the professor
der the Federal Technology
Act of 1986 which encourages drew cats to his garage by leavthe transfer of research prod- ing out tuna fish containing
ucts from federal to non-gov- antifreeze. Neighbors testified
15 cats died after eating the
ernment sectors.
contaminated fish.
• OUTREACH PROGRAM

The Outreach program of
Chuluota collects toys, clothing and household items to

use digital papers to cheat on
tests, according to the UF Student Honor Chief Associate
Justice Larry Strauss.
Strauss says he's heard
about students who take a test
early in the day and send the
answers via a numeral code to
their co-conspirators' beepers.
• BANNED PARTIES

(CPS)-Clemson University
became the second school in
three weeks to ban some kinds
of on-campus parties.
A ban on school parties that
involve alcohol was placed in
effect until mid-February,
campus officials said, when
the school began a year-long
review of its drinking parties.
The action was·precipitated
by the :Oecember death of
Clemson 'student Shannon
Gill, who got drunk at an
Alpha Tau Omega party and
fell to her death from the ATO
house's third floor.
In the wake of two student
parties that ended in fights,
University of Akron President
William Muse banned on-campus dances where admission is
•CHEATING GATORS
charged, at least until UA can
(CPS)-Some University of come up with new- rules to
Florida students apparently control student behavior.

4
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Carolina meal plan forces pizzerias to ·close
Domino's Pizza to let students charge pizzas they
ordered from the local Domino's outlet. The pact
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
excluded other kinds of pizza from the plan.
·
A meal plan at the University ofNorth Carolina at
After other companies complained, Marriot reoChapel Hill that lets students charge pizzas ordered pened the bid process for the right to sell pizza to
from certain stores has forced two local businesses to Chapel Hill students, eventually adding Pizza Hut,
close, and has one thinking about suing.
another national chain, and Gumby's, a local pizzeria
The meal plan has ''hurt the entire community," whose owner had threatened to sue Carolina Food
claims Doug Hampton, owner of University Pizza, Services, to the plan.
one of three Chapel Hill pizzerias excluded from
Under the deal, students who live on campus have
to deposit at least $100 a semester into a "food
UNC's dorm delivery pizza business.
Two ofthe businesses-Hungry Howie's, and more account." Using their meal card, they can charge
against the account at on-campus eateries and offrecently, Checker's-have closed down.
Under the plan, students can have pizza delivered campus at Domino's, Pizza Hut or Gumby's.
It's especially hurt Hampton's business. Last
to their dorm rooms, and charge the cost to their
school food service accounts.
term, when he had just Domino's to contend with, he
While it's very convenient for students, local pizza delivered between 50 and 60 pizzas a night to dorm
business owners say the arrangement effectively residents. Since January, the number has dropped to
helps huge national corporations like Domino's and about five a night.
"The whole bidding process was completely bo·Pizza Hut put small, mom-and-pop competitors out of
gus," said Hampton, who is considering legal actions
business.
The Marriot Corporation's Carolina Dining Serv- to invalidate the pizza contracts. "The best possible
ices, which runs UNC's food service, started the situation is to leave the market alone."
University Pizza has survived by offering noncontroversy in 1988, when it signed a deal with
Staff Report

Student loses job over band's flier

pizza items, but Hampton is worried Marriot will try
to contract with other restaurant chains to sell other
food .
Marriot itself has started selling pizza by signing
on to operate small Pizza Hut kiosks directly on
school grounds at nearly 80 other campuses this
academic year.
The corporation hasn't heard any complaints
about hurting local business, according to Marriot
spokeswoman Kathy Boyle.
"I don't know if it's as unfair as I thought," said
Dick Luna, president of the Chamber of Commerce in
Davis, Calif., where Marriot recently put up a Pizza
Hut kiosk at the University of California-Davis. Last
August, after the project got offthe ground, Luna was
a vocal critic, calling the plan unfair comp~tition.
Davis pizza places haven't noticed much difference. "There hasn't been any big change," said Cathy
Wilkinson of Steve's Place, a pizza place near UCDavis.
At any other places with on-campus Pizza Hutssuch as Central Missouri State University in Warrensburg-sales by independent pizza vendors don't
seem to have fallen off either.

COMMUNITY
FROM PAGE 1

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

incident in SG, only the first
overt one. "Blacks were there
[in the Cabinet] working," he
said. "There are none there
now." He said there are no
blacks working in SG because
they have all been fired.
"We come to you as classless
and raceless," student Lance
Turner said. He also said the
charges were filed against
Schmidt so the issues could be
heard.
"I feel Mel Rogers has been

"This shows the drawing
power that UCF has," Coleman said.
According to Dr. W. Michael
Hooks, vice president for planning, research and development at VCC, Valencia has
started an articulation project
with UCF , to increase the
number of students transferring from the community colfor the upper 10 percent of lege to the university.
This project began Oct. 1,
finance students. Members
1988,
when the schools were
must maintain an overall GPA
of 3.25, as well as a 3.25 in fi- awarded a Title III Articulation Grant by the U.S. Departnance classes.
ment
of Education.
According to Atkinson,
According
to literature
about 25 UCF SFA members
have applied for the FMA about the project, the grant is
designed to assist institutions
Honor Society.
"We're bringing in a lot of or schools with common
speakers from the business goals-in this case UCF and
VCC-to achieve selected insticommunity," said Atkinson.
tutional objectives. S i n c e
80 percent of VCC students
transgressed upon," said transfer to UCF, and 40 perTurner, president of Amnesty cent of all UCF graduates attended Valencia, the coordinaIntemational's UCF chapter.
"I firmly believe Fred tion of the two schools is cenSchmidt did commit a racist tral to their effectiveness.
"The purpose is to develop
offense," he said, adding that
strategies
to strengthen the
he does not think Schmidt is a
transition process so Valencia
racist.
Schmidt has not been avail- graduates successfully transable for comment. SG Public fer to UCF," Hooks said.
Valencia promotes UCF to
Relations Director Scott Pruitt
said Schmidt was busy all last
week and was at a conference
in Ohio over the weekend.

Balanoff said her investigation took longer than usual
because Schmidt never turned
in a written response to Rogers' charge. "A number of
meetings I had with him compiled his statement to me," she
said. Altman said he referred

the matter to Le Vester Tubbs,
vice president for Student Affairs. Schmidt did make a written apology to Rogers Wednesday. Rogers said he will accept,
although he has some questions about why the matter
took so long to resolve.

A University of South Florida student lost
her job as the school's production director after
she refused to censor a flier advertising a campus concert by Elvis Hitler.
Student government President Brian Tannebaum said he didn't rehire Kristin Loomis,
the production director who booked the heavy
metal band, partly because she refused to

FINANCE
FROM PAGE 1

volved in finance and business. The group includes many
members of the insurance
community, as well as bankers, real estate brokers and
investment brokers.
According to Dr. Stanley
Atkinson, the SFA faculty

SENATE
FROM PAGE 1

situation up$et him.
"[I am] upset not only over
what had happened but what
was allowed to happen," Sherrod said.
He also said he had asked
Schmidt to apologize to Rogers
Feb. 22.
Student Shawn Jefferson
said this is not the first racial

REPORT
FROM PAGE 1

gers and having them meet so
they could work together for
the remainder of Schmidt's
term, which ends April 16.

change fliers promoting the band's Feb.15 concert to "Elvis Hi-ler."
"There was a lot of concern on campus by both
Jewish and non-Jewish students,"Tannebaum
claimed. "I can't let free speech hamper complaints about ethnic or racial slur."
"There'aren't any swastikas on [the flier] or
anything," Loomis retorted.
The band, which plays fast-paced "psychabilly" tunes, received $400 from student fees
for the concert.

sponsor, approximately 15
members of the UCF faculty
are members of the FMA.
Atkinson said the advantage of chartering with the
FMA is the national recognition and employment opportunities, as well as the fact that
UCF students can now apply
for membership in the FMA
Honor Society.
The FMA Honor Society is

iii~IK~K~lllG
BIKES FOR SPRING BREAK!!

SALE--Selected '89 Models
Mou ntai n--city--cru ise rs
lightweight 12 speeds

Excellent,
reasonable
repairs on
all brands

275-3976

~

-~

~Iii

Minutes from
campus

9100 E. Colonial
@ E·W Xpress
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its transferring students,
Hooks said.
"It's to our advantage to
encourage the students to be
successful," he said.
He explained that special
consideration is being given to
programs for minorities, and
helping them in the transfer
process.
This is echoed in the articulation project, which lists increasing the number of Valencia minority graduates transferring to UCF as one of the
priorities.
UCF ranked third behind
FIU and F AMU for enrollment
ofblack transfer students from
community colleges. Black
students transferring to UCF
in the fall of 1988 numbered
408, or 4.2 percent, behind
FIU's 717 and FAMU's 412.
"My guess is that [the decline] is probably still continuing even though this information is from 1988," Dr. Robert
L. Belle, director of minority
student services, said. He
based this on the number of
black students currently enrolled at community colleges.
The community colleges are
like "feeder schools," Belle
said, and if they have a low
number of enrolled black students, then the low numbers
will be carried over to the universities.

BORN ON THE 4TH

SKI PATROL (PG)

OF JULY (R)

2 :00-4 : 00~ : 00·8: 00- 10: 10

1:50-<1:45·7:30· 10:05

MEN DON'T LEAVE (PG13)

nominated ror 8
ocodemy awards

9:50 only

REVENGE(R)
2:15·4:45-7:30· 10:00

2:30-5:00·7:30

STELLA (PG· 13)

MADHOUSE (PG13)

2:10-<1: 10-6:10·8: 10·10:10

UCF Team De.ntist
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Our UCF G.ood Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam
• Bitewing X-Rays • Consultation
• Offer good with valid UCF 1.0. only.
• Expires 3/30/90
• Good on initial visit only

282-2101
11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817 ·
Corner of Hwy 50 & Alaf aya Tr.

'

• The pitiont and any other pcnoo
rosporuiblo for piymcnt hu a right to
rofmc to pay, cancel payment, or be
roimburacd for payment for any other

•

IOIVic:c oxaminatioo, or treatment
which is performed u a result of and
within 72 houn of rosponding to tho
advcrlllcmcnt for free service,
oxaminatioo or uoatmcmt.

•
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See
Pierce's
Performonce At
The Wild
Pizza At
11 :30 On
March
8th.

-t-A-e-:?e'7?~/-L1e;;,-5~m.c!l- ,

!?fl l§OO«:m IP!Wlf 0$

ft)
~~
Available at Peaches
Cassettes $7 .98
CD's $12. 98

•
8114 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
Orlando
855-0001

2901 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando
.
894-1700

689 E. Altamonte Drive
Altamonte Springs
331-9525
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schools." Many of the problems
have been in Anliot's own
state.
At Cabrini College in Pennsylvania, officials discovered
the word "nigger" scrawled
over a poster naming college
staff member Tyrone Carr,
who is of Caribbean descent. It
was the eighth incident of racism on the campus in 13
months.
The college's 1,200 students-about 4 percent of
whom are black-were ordered to attend a campus-wide
meeting with President Eileen
Currie Feb. 15 to discuss the
outbreak.
At Villanova, also in Pennsylvania, students say the
school unfairly treated a black
student who tried to steal a
piece of fruit out of a school
dining hall by demanding he
present identification.
The student refused, and
loca1 police arrested the student.
"Some students allege had
he not been black he would not
have been asked to give identification," Villanova spokesman Eugene Roune said.
A pre-dawn fight between
black and white students Feb.
11 at Slippery Rock University
in Pennsylvania and a cross
burning later that day resu1ted in the arrest of two student wrest1ers, both of whom
were charged with ethnic intimidation and harassment.
In New York City, some
students at the New School of

5

Social Research charged that
administrators were racists
for allowing a certain poster,
which depicted a caricature of
a black man, to be displayed in
a campus exhibit.
Students, professors and
deans Feb. 14 discussed the
poster, which was shown last
fall as part of a 350-piece Shin
Matsanuga collection shown
at the school.
It depicted a black man
whose face was dominated by
the whites of his eyes and his
white lips. It was originally
used in an 1983 advertising
~ampaign for a Japanese soft
drink.
"The main aim is to protest
racism, sexism and homophobia," George Argyrous, an
economics grad student, said.
Vassar students, angry over
a racial slur that New York
Sen. Daniel Moynihan allegedly made, ended their 35hour occupation of a campus
buflding afte:r; Moynihan returned a $1,000 lectureship
grant and college officials
agreed to discuss other demands, including setting up a
task force to deal with racial
harassment.
Bradley University freshman Matt Hale faces campus
disciplinary action after he
tried to recruit members for a
white supremacist group on
the Peoria, Ill., campus without permission.
Hale distributed fliers the
second week in February urging students to join the American White Supremacist Party.
Anliot said such supremacist groups seem to be becoming more visible.

You're invited to help us celebrate
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UCF should use
club'.s nloney to
better minorities
The faculty senate last week decided to send
a message that UCF should not tolerate discrimination either on or off campus. That's
great. Finally, an organization at UCF is standing up for what is right and true. And, they're
willing to make a sacrifice for it - our sacrifice
that is.
The senate voted last week to request that the
university not accept donations from groups
that don't allow women and minorities as
members (What right the university has in
pointing its finger at organizations with low or
no minority involvement we don't know).
Speclfically, the faculty senate is talking
about the downtown Orlando University Club.
The cl uh has already donated more than
$80,000 to UCF with most of that money going
to emergency student loans. The club expects to
give thousands more to UCF in the near future.
Let's follow the faculty senate's lead and send
a message to the Orlando community. But let's
try to accomplish something substantial at the
same time.
When it comes to the University Club or any
other organization deemed sexist/racist, let's
take as much money from them as they are
willing to give.
Then, we should invest that money in something that will have a lasting effect on the
problem of discrimination. Use the tainted dollars for minority scholarships, additional recruiting, etc.
Maki Mandela, daughter of recently-freed
South African Nelson Mandela, hit on this topic
during her speech at Rollins college last month.
Mandela is a graduate student in the United
States and a Fulbright scholar. Part of the
money she receives to attend college comes from
companies who still do business with apartheid
South Africa.
She believes in divestiture but said students
should not pass up the opportunity to attend
college through a scholarship from a company
that still invests in South Africa. Mandela said
there was nothing wrong with using the enemy's
money for your own good.
We agree.
If the University club refuses to let their
money be used to advance minorities through
college then we can tell them good bye.
If they don't mind, then we can tell them to
make the check payable to the minorities of
UCF.
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Death penalty kills Florida's ·morality
The marketing of political candidates has reached
its nadir in the ad campaign of Bob Martinez. Governor Bob not only brags that he has signed 94 death
warrants, he thinks that he can win the election
because of it.
Martinez and many other people trunk the death
penalty is appropriate when one murders another.
He argues that these heinous criminals should be
executed. Not only is his pronunciation of heinous
abominable, his sense of justice disgusts me.
Society has the right, nay, the responsibility, to
protect itself from criminals. Let's face it, some individuals are so twisted that they must be removed
from society. Some criminals will never be rehabilitated and must be kept away from society.
Martinez argues that society should km them. He
believes that is the only way to protect society. Forgetting for the moment that society has executed
innocent people (can't bring 'em back folks ... oops!),
how do we give ourselves the right to play GQd and
punish them?
Our existing laws give us an opportunity to protect
society without tainting ourselves as murderers.
When someone is sentenced to death, the actual
sentence is life imprisonment without parole. The
only way out of prison is in a hearse. As long as the
death warrant is not signed, the convict shall never
menace society. When Martinez signs a death war-

rant, society destroys itself.
People argue, "It costs money to keep criminals
alive in prison." Yes, it does. But so does killing them.
The appeal process costs more than keeping the
convict in prison for life. The process can't really be
shortened because we must give every benefit of the
doubt to insure that another innocent person is not
murdered by the state.
Being a civilized nation is not cheap. This is where
Martinez shows hls true hypocritical colors. He
claims to be an environmentalist. Well, Bob, protecting the environment costs money in the short run. It's
much cheaper to dump stuff in the river and make
someone else clean it up. But society needs a clean
environment to survive.
Society also needs a clean moral environment to
survive. When the state kills people to show people
that killing people is wrong, we no longer have any
moral standing.
And Bob, killer Bob, you don't represent Florida. If
you do, then I don't want to live here.

• SCHMIDT SHAMES UCF

• ALLOW SIGN a,.ANGUAGE

Editor:
UCF is giving the impression
that it is acceptable to use racial
remarks when speaking to minorities.
The university responded to
[student body President] Fred
Schmidt's action by sending him a
reprimand letter and asking him
to apologize to Mr. Rogers. This is
like slapping a child's hand and
saying, "Don't do it again, say
you're sorry, and go back to work."
By allowing Schmidt to finish
his term, UCF is sending a message to the community that racism
is tolerated on its campus.
The Hispanic American Student Association no longer recognizes Schmidt as student body
president and feels ashamed that
the university allows such an indi- ·
vidual in a position so important to
the university.

Editor:
I am a former UCF student currently finishing my fourth year in
the doctoral program in clinical
psychology at the University of
Southern Mississippi. I read with
interest the Feb. 13 Future article
concerning the us~ge of American
Sign Language to meet a foreign
language requirement. I encourage the Faculty Senate and administration to adopt this policy.
There now exists a body of linguistic research that shows that
ASL is truly a language foreign
from English. It has its own unique
syntax and structure and is very
difficult to learn. Students will not
find this an easy way to meet a
foreign language requirement.
After Spanish-speaking·people,
deaf people represent the second
largest linguistic and cultural
minority in the United States_. Yet,
most Americans can not communic&te with them. The need for signskilled people in every occupation

Margarita Delgado
HASA president

is incredible especially in serviceoriented occupations such as law,
nursing, business, medicine and
psychology.
UCF is a very progressive university. I hope it willcontinueto be
progressive and add ASL to its list
of foreign languages.
Nowell Bryant Jr.
former UCF student
• CLARIFYING LANGUAGE

Editor:
I'd like to clarify a few points
brought forth by Christopher
Iller's letter regarding the television program, Student Standpoint. Let me state fully that Student Standpoint is the first continuing, weekly TV program in
UCF's history produced for and by
students for the purpose of showcasing the ideas and ideals of contemporary collegiate America.
Richard Speer
radio I television
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Spring (Break) is
in the air again
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It never fails. When March arrives each year I
find myself thinking about how time flies and
wondering where I'm going in life. And then,.for
the last eight years or so, Spring Break rolls in,
and the only future becomes the elusive "week on
the beach."
During my senior year in high school, it had
become my only reason for ~xistence. I worked
hard, showing up to nearly all my classes just
before break. Then, my happenin' little truck
broke down. I spent the whole week in South
Florida digging ditches to earn money to fix it.
Last year, a buddy and I had a plan to make up
for all the other anticlimactic breaks. We took off
on a Friday with a couple of days' worth of bucks.
We had libations aplenty and slept on the beach
that first night. The next day we made all the
beach scenes and bopped from hotel to hotel meeting people. I'll never forget seeing my pal in a jeep
full of girls as they drove away down the strip. If
you were at Daytona, you may have seen me; I was
the guy in shorts freezing my butt off all night
beside a locked car.
So, here it is, March again. I'm showing up for
nearly all my classes, and when I lie in bed at
night, I can hear the ocean. I can't help thinking
that maybe I'm getting too old to get all silly just
because it's Spring Break. The week at the beach
always seems to get fouled up. Everything gets
crowded and people get crazy. Water, sun and
uncola. And all those contests.
And then I wonder what "too old" is. I know one
thing: I don't like the sound of it. Indeed, if! were
too old, I definitely wouldn't be anywhere near a
crowded beach this Spring Break.
Regarding where I'm going in life, I can't seem
to concentrate right now. Give me a call in a couple
of weeks. Surfs up!
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Delta Sigma Pi
Pledges .. "ORALS" is tomorrow so get with
your Big Bro and STUDY! We raised over
$2000 for Junior Achievement .. Great job
Pledges & Brothers !
ACACIA
Congratulatiol1s to Travis, Mike, & Mike the
newest Brothers of Acacia I Work hard on your
classes, Academics come first. Wednesday is
. Jersey day.
.
Thanks to Glenn & Craig, Great Dinner!
TKE Little Sisters-We love youl! I
Bake Sale by Bookstore Wednesday
Kappa Sigma
Hey Hey Spring Break is on the way. Let's
head down to the Keys and RAGEi We all
need a break. The first softball game is Thursday. Lers start the season on the right foot with
a mark in the W column. Pledges meet tonite
at nine. You guys keep up the good work and
work on those books. If you have tests, get
them to SC. chairman, G-boy M.M.
The Beta Lambda pledge class thanks Renee
and Robert S. for a great Rose & Thorn.
Congrats to Donna and Petel

YOUNG COUPLE with home 3.5 miles from
UCF wanting to rent bedroom, bath, loft to
student. NON-Smoker $300 + 1/3 utilities.
Call 366-4621
Responsible Non-smoker private room &
bath, W/D, pool, tennis. Nice house in a quiet
area 4 miles from UCF. $250/mo utility included TEL 365-9943
Male/Female 2bdrm. 2bath, 265 + 1/2 util.
Goldenrod & University Chris 677-9311
Roommate needed M'F nonsmoker 2Br/
2bath rent $220 plus 112 utl 20 minutes from
UCF call 671 -1153 aft/eves
UCF area furnished 2 bedroom/2 bath apt,
1200 sq. ft., washer/dryer, fireplace, dishwasher, lg rooms & closets,mthly pool parties,
lots of extras . Call Donna 678-4376 Leave
Message or 356-5465(work) $325 + 112 utilities

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Full time, part time, or summer job a great
opportunity to get started with a strong company $300 to $2,000 a week. For information
call at (407) 568-5061

Selling tapes in good shape!
Prices: $1-$5 each
Cheaper with volume
Call Frits at 628-9937

TLC after school for 2 children ages 4 ilfld 8.
2pm-6pm MWF $5/hr call Judy 831 -3120 after
6

Twin bed mat. frm . box. like new $150 3659293

Telephone membership rep incoming calls
only for international singles correspondence
Club Informal atmosphere, Salary + Commission flexible schedule Call Mike 657-8295

26X54 Immaculate 2br2b mobile home IU?<Ury
park 10 mi UCF 3 mi E·W pool. Security, Golf,
Spacious 273-5463
Technlque 1200 DJ tables 2 - $500 for both
080 call Jean at 281-8830 Moms
Antique Jewelry
A selection of signed and stamped pieces,
Inexpensively priced. Most under $10. Please
call 275-4280 and ask for Hilary. or stop by
Room 405 Orange Hall 15% Discount Wtad .

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, furniture, compurers by DEA, FBI, IRS
and US customs. Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)
~~~~~~-

-~~~~~~

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvanes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1·602838-8885. EXT A 5780
Racquetball Club
lnteresred in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquelball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape. and meet other players. All level
of players welcome. Call 678-1648.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLICICRAZY!AWESOME!Thesearejust
a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 6:1 Spm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There I
FSLATE
FSLATE will be hosting the Flonda Teacher of
the Year-1990 as a guest speaker on March 8
at4pm in ED 125.All students are welcome to
attend.

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851·7235.
•Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967

Apt. in Oviedo/UCF area. 2bedl2bath central
heat & air, all appl. incl. Ideal for sharing $450/
mo. 657-4936

Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or student
organization that would like to make $500 $1,000 for a one-week on-<:ampus marketing
project Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 592-2121 .
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 W\thout credit
check. You repair. Also iax delinquent foredosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 Ext. H2124 for
repo list your area.
(call 7 days a week)

Student Anthropological Association meeting
Wednesday, March 7 at 3pm in SC 217. For
more info call 275-2227. Non-majors welcome!

'88 SKI NAUTIQUE 2001, !Ike new, wttrailer,
$12,700 (904) 429-3574

HASA
Our next meeting will be on Thursday, Mar 8 at
5pm in SC 214.
T-shirts are inl See Ventura.

------

1989 Honda Civic Red A/C FM'AM Car Stereo
13,000 miles $6,500 call 678-4812

*ATTENTION. - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) . Delinquent iax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
GH5780
Condo modern 1 br. w/vertical blinds, ceiling
fans, screened porch, allapps nice complex
w/ full amenities, great location 10 min. to
UCF. BelO\IY market@ $39,900. Call owner
678-1396
Sony car CD/Tuner almost new $350 Concord amp 200x2, 500mono $300obo Contact
Dan 658-291 o

Individuals needed for part time saleswork.
Environmental Products commission structure or hourly rate .
Contact Michael or Marcia 872-0788

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing .

*

*

Fast Professional
Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
KCO Inc WP &DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168

Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred
Earn up to $100 + per shift. Professional
training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Daysi
Nights. Full/Part time. Church Street Station
and other exclusive locations. ShoeSh1ne
Company of America since 1978 call Larry or
Sonia 671-1482.

NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 2n-2839.
Lotus/Finance tutor-very reasonable rates.
BS Fin/MBA. Call John 273-9538

ON-CAMPUS SALES REP
We are looking for an entrepreneur-type, responsible student interested in making money
selling Ray-Ban Sunglasses. Only energetic,
serious applicants. Send resume to:
Naoonal marketing firm seeks mature student
lo manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworklng, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.
Earn 20% on everything you sell !
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You I Call The Central Rorida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601

French Club
Great time at dinne7 Friday night. Dues are
due, $8 indudes shirt bake Sale by bookstore
Weds, Mar 7 from 9-4. For more info call Frank
at 275-4433

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
LETTER-THON
Tell South Africa & others how you feel about
their countries.
Meet on the Green Tue March 6 9-3pm

84 Kaw Nin1a 900.Mint. Cond. Metzler Tires
8000 miles $2650 678-1337 Tod

VACATIONGETAWAYINHIGHNCMTNSl2
112' thick stone walls, cathedral ceiling, fireplace, spiral stair, deep tub. Ten hour drive.
$365 week. See photos. Benie Sommer 6470823.
Room for rent $130/mo +utilities kitchen use
AIC 365-5796

Spend the Summer in the Adirondacks: Camp
Counselors and Skill Development Specialists needed for positions in an exclusive sports
development camp in upstate NY (late JuneMid Aug) Male & Females needed in a variety
of areas (incl. Swim, Ski, Sail, Tennis, Soccer
and others) Call 273-0526 for Info and applications
SUPER INCOME I Be your own bossl if you
are motivated, persistent, and want to earn
fantastic income. Call (407) 886-5969
Doneco, Inc.

Male room mare to share 3br/2bth apt 185/mo
+ 1/3 util leave message 381-9464
SE Ori (near E-W) looking for neat, nonsmoking male to share spacious, 28128 apt,
own full bath. $290 mo. Total + dep no pees
898-6314 after 6

Marriott Food Sefllice at UCF seeking Secretary/Receptionist full time position, typing and
WordPerfect skills a must. Great Benefits Call
275-2651 for appointment

PROJECT 4.0 +STUDY= Lots of A's
$3.00. 60 day money back guarantee. PROJECT 4.0. Box 161313. Altamonte Springs,
FLA ...32716-1313
"

JOIN THE CREW I
Calleo Jacks Is nO\IY hiring fun and energetic
servers for the Altamonte Springs and S.
Orlando locaoons. Part time available and
Hexible hours. Call Bob or John for an appt@
767-2529 Remember nobody but nobody
parties like Calico Jacks I
Need Part Time Income? Need Grants? Need
a Scholarship? We can helpl Free Info: 1·800USA-122 1 ext. 1090
ATTENTION - HIRINGI Government jobs •
your area. $17 ,640- $69,485. Call 1-002-8388885. Ext R18189
ATTENTION : EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAYI Assemble products at home. Details.
(1)602-838-8885. Ext. W-5780
CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
positions. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext S-11 53
(call 7 days a week)

Artist Wanted
You can expect a good job in the future if you
get a job with The Central Florida Future now.
Jeff Glick was the art director for The Central Florida Future from 1984 to
1986. When he graduated from UCF in 1986 with a B.A. in graphic design,
his work at The Central Florida Future helped him get a job as a graphic
artist at the Dallas Morning Times and the Miami Herald. Jeff was hired by
the U.S. News and World Report magazine as th·e graphics editor.

Spanish tutoring call 275-4157 between 12 to
1; 3 to 4
after 9pm also weekends.

Kevin Green

cto Solar Specs Company
1172A Sacond Ave., Ste 155
NewYork, New York 10021
Miss home environment? Love kids?
Part ome sitters wanted 2 great kids 2 1/2 &
9mo. Need own transportation. We live behind
Publix off University. Pay $3hr.
*HHE SOUTHWESTERN COMPANY**
SUMMER INTERNSHIP. $1 ,n4 month plus 3
sem. hrs. credit. Info mtgs 3119 and 3120.
HOLIDAY INN UNIVERSITY
TIMES: 12pm, 2pm, 4 pm, 6 pm

•
VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if bankrupt or
bad credit! We guarantee you a card or~
your money back.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT M-1280
(call 7 days a week)
Ladies· Try modeling. No experience necessary. Model 4 hours in exchange for portfolio
pictures. Ages 21-55. Phone 349-5126

•
Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD
SPRING BREAKERS!
Daytona is the place to bel
Purchase your VIP Discount Card,
which gives discounts and more to
all major dubs, restaurants, and
gift shops for only 10 bucks . Also
inquire about selling these cards
yourself. Call Randy 658-4943
See ya at the beach I

YO ADRIAN
PELICAN'T WAIT FOR KEY WESTll!
From now on you call the shots and I'll just
pour themlll No more stairsliding = No more
flashpoints?
Deal?
............ NOT!ll
Love, PAT
IlKA - "HAT" Week was greatl Sorry you
missed it, maybe next year. Yeah right. Once
again Derby kicked bun ! Great job girls. Special thanks to ZT A for taking good care of their
Derby Daddies. r.x is back on top and here to
stay. Deal with it. In Hoc, Brother Coop'

Driving a lemon of a
car? Let us sell it for
you - and start
sporting the car
. . : ,: : : : : : : ': : : : : of your
x .,::{[~~ff :\?@mt:~>: dreams.

•

Advertise today in
The Future Classifieds.

for the position of art director.
For more information, call Scott Horner at 275-2865.

•

MARKETING ©rP'rP'©!Rlii"!UJINID'ii'W WITH AT&T
1990 Fall Semester
AT&T Student Campus Manager
Sales-oriented student sought for marketing/promotion pos~lon . Management responsblllty for
campus group. Excellent pay and bonuses. Flexible hours. All work Is on campus. Must be available
lull-time 1·2 weeks prior to the start of classes and commit to 15 hours per week until X-Mas break.

The Central Florida Future is now accepting applications

•

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT CAMPUS MANAGER
Student with stronq sales/leadership ability needed for seven day program. Fall 1990. Must be
available 1 week pnor to the start of classes.
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE/CAMPUS GROUP
Outgoln~. sales-oriented group/Individuals needed to represent AT&T products and services on
cafll>US. Top pay and bonuses. Must be available 1 week prior to the start of classes.
For rnore Information, send resume to: COi, AT&T Recruitment, 210 West Washington Square. 11th
floor, Philadelphia, PA. 19106, or call (BOO) 592-2121. Equal Opportunity Efll>loyer.

•

•
•
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First there 'Was the

Then there 'Was the

"Night of Knights" ...

"Knight Zone" ...

•

•

l

N O'W there is the

."Knight Express"...
Tri County Transit and Student Government present buses #13 & #24. Bus #13 runs on
University Blvd., and bus #24 runs on Alafaya Trail, both stop in front of the
Administration Building. Tickets are available at the Kiosk.

24
Colonial Crosstown
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Monday to Soturday Servlte
Ap~an in Numbers
Sunday and Holiday Service
~p~ar1 In Letter1

Monday to Saturday Service
App.or In Numbers
No Sunday or Holiday Service

Come take a FREE ride and put your seat in ours...

'Ti-i, ·C ounty Ti-ansi,t amt Student Govei-nrnent
want to wtsh evei-yone a happy and: sa,Je
spi-tn9 fJi-eai, 11
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BASEBALL
. FROM PAGE 12

part of the game- to be in the
game all the way and don't
make mistakes."
The result spoiled a solid
effort by Turner. He retired
the first 11 batters he faced
and gave up just two runs over

•

nine innings. He also walked
one batter and struck out five .
"Brandon pitched a great
game," Bergman said. "It's a
crying shame he didn't get the
victory."
UCF scored first in the sixth
inning. Mike McDonald (3-for5, 2 RBI's) doubled to left field
to drive in Bobby Kiser and
Kelly Brown.

•

If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.
If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
ma ttei where you are, ·your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Someone is counting on you.

ON THE BALL
UCF women's tennis team's top seed, Julie Fischer, backhands a shot during the team's match
against James Madison University Sunday. UCF was 5-4 going into the game against JMU.

Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

.

.

Don't
go out
without
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not sharing
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
The re are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
have sex, be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so ca,n you.

Al Ds
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Youtl like your roommates
a whole lot better if they didn't
show up On your phone bill.
John called Chicago. Andy called L.A. Or was that Pete?
Don't sweat it. Sorting out roommates is easy when you getAT&F Call Manager Service.
Because with it, you can all get your long distance charges listed separately, even th ugh
you share the same phone number. And it costs you nothing.
To find out more about the freeAT&FCallManager Service, dial 1800 222-0300, ext. 600.
It'll make both your bills and your roommates much easier to I.We·with.

. l

•
•
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If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

ATs.T
© 1990AT&T

The right choice.

..
•
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Save time

BEFORE YOU CAN
FOLLOW. YOUR
DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.

J

•

J.,

for the CLAST!
=Buy...

Men who don't register with Selective Service
aren't eligible for federal student aid, job training
_ --: and federal employment. Register at the post office
~·~~
. =--c-.
:-·~--l\ withi~ a m<:mth of yo':1r 18th b~rthday. It takes
~ ...
\
five mmutes to fill out a simple card.
~- _:-=~Register with Selective Service.
.";':-It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.

-- -:

·--- -

University area

Diete

Center

275-THIN(8446)
Call today for a FREE consultation

CO-ED SWIMSUIT SPECIAL
lose up to 15 lbs. or more
4 weeks of reducing

$189
total price-no hidden costs

We're here for you!
payment schedule availabl e

(Located on the corner of
University and Alafaya
near the UC6 Cinema)
Winter Park
2250 Lee Road
Winter Park
645-3438

"Hi I'm Maryann and I'm a psych major at UCF. The
Diet Center helped me lose 15 lbs. Now I look great
and feel good about myself too. Whether you want to
lose a little or a lot, I recommend Diet Center."
fig~re by Diet Center,
sw1mwear and board by

I

Seminole

jt,~~ jll()f

Conway
436 & Curry Ford
Orlando
658-0164

Altamonte

Casselberry
1037 E. Semoran
Summit Plaza

788-3438

834-8446

91 O SR 434 #16

1A.A/,.{f/,,¥,/jfY' / J

Bay Hill
7601 Delta
Orlando
352-8446

~preparing

Getting
Ready
for the
CLAST~~~

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math instructors for more than
20 years each, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote the first generallyavailable CLAST prep book.
You'll discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
instruction and sample tests
created using the latest state
CLAST specifications. It's only
$8.95. Ask for it at your
bookstore today.
H&H Publlshlng Company, Inc.
The Florida CLAST Connection •

SPORTS
WRITERS
NEEDED
Opportunities are open to cover the UCF
sports beats - baseball, football, basketball,
tennis, soccer and more.
Come down to The Central Florida Future editorial office and
let us know if you want a shot at
covering the most exciting
sporting events in Central
Florida.Or call Bill Foxworthy at
27 5-2865 to get all the details
about getting great seats and
even better experience.

If you're not
recycling,
you're th rowing
it all away.

II LE PRESENTS:

A reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you' re throwing away a lot more than just your
trash. You and your community can recycle.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDFRecycling, 257 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10010, for a free brochure that will tell you everything
you need to know about recycling .

•

•

SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN MAINE!

•

A BOYS' CAMP ON LONQ LAKE
NAPLES, MAINE
June 18th thru August 18th

•

~~~~~~,~~~x:--------------------------------------We brought you
Monster Mash,
now Pi Sigma Epsilon
brings you the beach ...
Kick off Spring
Break '90 at:

•

RAY'S KNIGHT
OUT PUB on

•

TUESDAY, MARCH 6

•

•

s:oo p.m.

COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

@

• . Proceeds benefitting

"Keep .
Brevard ~
Beautiful" ~
•

11

"

21 and older welcome!
$3 cover/$1 beers

• Wild contests and prizes J
• Beach . attire

Bud
Light

~
~

,

Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
Tennis
Street Hockey
Lacrosse
Archery
·
Riflery
General
Secretary

Swimming (WSI)
Sailing
SCUBA
Canoeing
Waterskiing
Fine Arts
Ceramics
Crafts
] ournalism
Woodworking
Photography

Backpacking
Rock climbing
Bicycling
Wh. Water Canoeing
Ropes Course Instr .
Nature Study
Head Dramatics
Piano Accompanist
Instrumentalist
Radio &:. Electronics
Weight Training

CAMPUS INTERVIEW: Call Ken Renner's Office at
·Colle.ge of Education, 275-2050, for application
materials and to schedule interview with Takajo's
Director on March Stb &. 6th at the UCF Gym.
OR WRITE OR CALL:

CAMP TAKAJO
496 LaGuardia Place
Suite 381
New York, NY 10012

212-979-0606

SpOrts 1w&1,WH®%fTITf'l1mf TI:g,\ir'mfn1 r m1, t1t~1~1:1'~~1*rw@!~~"tfTh4fiif#"#Jti~ftM~*Timtm,n:1~~1
.
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Knights win UCF Classic tournament
Team wins its first tournament in Div. I and
gets this season's first back-to-back victories
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF men's basetball coach Joe Dean
was quick top point out the magnitude
of his team's accomplishment.
"This marks the first time UCF has
won a tournament as a Division I
team," said coach Joe Dean.
The Knights won their final two
games of the season in the UCF Classic
held Friday and Saturday in the UCF
gym. The Knights punctuated a 7-21
season with victories over Liberty University and Brooklyn College by scores
of 86-79 and 105-95, respectively.
"It was a dream come true to end the
season like this," said senior co-captain
Edsel Bester.
Friday night, in the first game of the
round robin tourney, the Knights
doused the Liberty Flames. All-America. candidate Alston Bailey scored 35
po in ts for the Flames.
The Flames were the team slight
favorites to win the Classic coming in
with a 10-16 record.
UCF received a balanced attack
placing four players in double digits in
scoring over Liberty. Bob Blackwood,
Ken Leeks, Russ Breunig and Bester
scored 22, 1 7, 13 and 12 points, respectively. Bester, along with the other
senior co-captain, Blackwood, turned
in career efforts in the tourney.
"It was fun to go out on a good note,
but for Ed and I to end our careers here
at UCF like this is just great," Blackwood said.
Blackwood scored a career-high 35
points, including four three pointers,
against the Brooklyn Kingsmen, Saturday night. Bester also turned in a
career high with 29 points and four

New club
serves up
volleyball

three's of his own.
The B and B connection of Bester
and Blackwood played well together as
they seemed to look for each other on
the court for open shots.
"We didn't really plan to look for
each other more than usual. It just
worked out that way,"· Bester said.
The Knights jumped out to an early
20-point lead over the Kingsman, who
fell to 7-20 with the loss. The scrappy
New Yorkers fought back to gain a lead
of their own in the second half.
"We came out strong at the start of
the game but fell into some of our old
problems midway through. We were
able to bounce back and get the victory
in the end," Dean said.
The Knights were able to pick up the
pace with the help of sophomore center
Ross Breunig, who scored 16 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds.
"It's nice to end the season this way.
Hopefully we can carry this through
next year," Breunig said.
The Knights managed a collective
high as a team in scoring over 100
points against the Kingsmen. Their
105 total is the first time in three years
that the Knights have reached the
century mark.
''UCF showed a great effort tonight.
Their two seniors played a heck of a
game and they got help from their big
men in the middJe," Brooklyn coach
Ron Kestenbaum said.
With their own version of March
Madness, the Knights won two games
in a row for the first time this season.
"We have now won four of our last six
games. Hopefully we can use that as a
Jorge Alvarez.!CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
springboard into next year," Dean said.
"I think the future holds good things for UCF guard and cp-captain Edsel Bester had a career-high 29 points in his last
this program."
game at UCF during the Knights' game against Brooklyn College

Extra innings leave UCF with loss
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Jeremy Jungrels
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The first UCFs men's volleyball club has found success
in its first three months of
intrastate competition.
The rookie team began playing before Christmas and has
played against more experienced, established teams from
around the state. The team
may be young, but is talented,
according to team members.
"The ten players that we
have on our team could easily
start for the majority of the
volleyball teams around the
state," said outside hitter
Adam Birkenheur.
"The majority of our
matches are youth and
strength against experience,"
said outside hitter Ken Engels.
The team's major advantage over more experienced
teams is their full-time coaching.
,
Former players Carl Fischer and Russ Nelson have
stepped offthe court to provide
advice from the sidelines.
Few other teams have full
time coaches. According to
Birkenheur, "practices are a
lot more organized, and we are
able to do a lot of drills to
improve our individual skills."

Jorge Alvarez/~ENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brian Huie calls for the pop fly after relieving Laurence Heisler
during UCF's 5-1 loss to the Georgia Bulldogs Saturday.

The Knights came up short
over the weekend in their bid
to give Coach Jay Bergman his
500th career victory coaching
a major college team as the
Georgia Bulldogs defeated
UCF, 5-1, Saturday and, 7-2,
Sunday.
Of the two games, the
Knights had their best chance
to pick up a victory Sunday.
They led 2-0 after seven innings, but the Bulldogs scored
a run in the eighth and ninth
innings to send the game into
extra innings.
It was a pitchers' duel in the
10th and 11th as both teams
sent the minimum number of
batters to the plate.
Brian Huie, who replaced
starter Brandon Turner to
start the 10th, walked one
batter, but the Knights quickly
retired the runner with a
double play.
But UCF broke down in the
12th and allowed five runs and
committed 3 errors.
Pitcher Elton Barks came
on and struggled. He walked
Georgia catcher Tommy Owen
and allowed a single by Joey
Alp~onso to start the inning.
That set up a series of UCF
misplays.
The winning run was scored

on a pickoff attempt which
went awry. Barks attempted to pick Alphonso
off first.
Bub the ball got past
McClellan, who missed the
sign for the play, and Owen
scored from second.
After walking McKay
and Smith, Barks retired
the two batters.
But then the errors continued. Brian Jester hita fly
to deep right-center.
Mike Josephina came
over from center field to
chase it down but dropped
the ball, allowing two runs
to score.
Georgia scored again on a
UCF error when Ernest
Martinez misplayed a
ground ball.
The Bulldogs scored
their only clean run of the
inning when Bruce Chick
lined a single to left field.
"Baseball's crazy at
times," Georgia Coach
Steve Webber said. "You.get
a couple of big runs on errors ... I like the idea that we
came back and tied the score
in the ninth, that we· can
come back and hold on.
Extra-inning games are
tough on the road."
Said Bergman, "That's

t)
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see BASEBALL page 10
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